ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Almost 90% of the world's trade is carried by ship and, for the vast majority of this trade there is little or no alternative to transport by ship. Statistical data indicate that the freight carried by global commercial shipping has reached 8.919 million tons, and that this large volume has caused substantial negative environmental impacts, even though ships are the most environmentally friendly form of transportation. Still, it is estimated that 4-5 per cent of global CO 2 emissions come from international shipping [6] . According to statistics, there are about 52,000 registered civil ships of more than 100t capacity, annually consuming 500 million tons of fuel, producing 1.6 billion tons of carbon dioxide and 30 million tons of sulfur dioxide, causing greater global warming and air pollution. Therefore, an additional option for reducing air pollution is to decrease fuel consumption during transit [3] . From a climatic and environmental perspective sustainability has become an issue of the highest priority, and this is an imperative that cannot and should not be ignored. Within the foreseeable future shipping will still be dependent on fossil fuels. We must develop energy efficient and environmentally friendly technologies encompassing shipboard energy production, ship propulsion and ship operation. In recent years the concepts of the "green ship" and "green shipping" have been raised in the international shipping industry. The green ship concept covers the full ship life cycle, and provides total solution to pollution prevention, noxious gas emission, and energy conservation problems associated with the ship's design, production, operation, and scrapping. Therefore, shipping management Ming-Cheng Tsou, Associate Prof. Hung-Chih Cheng, Prof. National Kaohsiung Marine University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, R.O.C.
should take care not only of economic efficiency, but also environment protection to prevent pollution. The coordination of efficiency and environment allows for environmentally sustainable development. In order to achieve this goal, ships already in operation can be retrofitted with energy-conserving equipment but the most direct and economical method is to plan an optimum route. Choosing the optimum route, adjusting the speed and avoiding adverse weather can not only reduce fuel consumption significantly but also improve navigational safety.
The efficiency of transoceanic ship route planning is generally determined by the following three aspects [26] : -the accuracy of the prediction of the ship's hydrodynamic behaviour under different weather conditions; -the accuracy of the weather forecast; -the capability and practicability of the optimization algorithm.
This paper deals with navigation technology and focuses on the third above mentioned aspect, i.e. ship route optimization. Because optimum route determination is a multi-criterion non-linear planning issue and encompasses many constraints, a balance between navigational safety and economic efficiency should be found [18] . In other words, the applied planning framework not only has to take care of navigational safetyrelated risk evaluation and deviation but also avoid total cost increase due to deviation measures. In order to achieve this optimization mission we made use of the new Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) developed in the evolutionary computation field to model and simulate how ants choose foraging paths.
We modified the ACA for marine navigation application, and integrated the Genetic Algorithm (GA) concept to improve its practical effectiveness. The geometric computation and information search function is provided by the Geographic Information System (GIS) -based platform ECDIS along with weather information for the background data required for ACA calculation. Through this research design we hoped to achieve optimum ship routing and use a more objective, quicker and more accurate model in order to: -automatically generate a more rational recommendation route that gives consideration to both safety and economy, -lighten the navigator's workload, -provide a reference for route planning decision making, -collaborate in the green shipping and environment sustainability effort.
PREVIOUS WORK
Since research in transoceanic crossing weather routing typically studies broader geographic domains, usually across the Atlantic or Pacific, it mainly considers mid-and short-term weather effects, especially the effects of wave direction and height on a ship's cross-ocean navigation speed, to achieve the goals of minimum sailing time and fuel consumption. After the appearance of an innovative paper by Hanssen and James [8] , several methods have been proposed to solve the problem of minimizing sailing time. The major methods include: 1. Isochrone method. An Isochrone Line (Time-Front) is defined as the outer boundary of the attainable region from the departure point that is reached after a certain time. The isochrone method proposed by Hanssen and James [8] was used for a long time because it offered an easy manual calculation method. Hagiwara [7] devised a modified isochrone method suitable for computer programming. However this method can generate so-called "isochrones loops", and cannot ensure that the route will not cross land. Hence to counter these problems, Szlapczynska and Smierzchalski [19] made improvements to the isochrone method, consisting in generating the initial set of candidate routes necessary for evolutionary computation to enhance the effectiveness of initial random population generation in evolutionary computation. However this method utilizes bitmap-based algorithms and is not applicable to vectorbased ECDIS. 2. Calculus of variation. In Bijlsma publications [1, 2, 3] application of the calculus of variation was extended to the minimization of fuel consumption. Kosmas et al. [11] used calculus of variation and a wave model to compute the optimum route and applied simulated annealing techniques, a type of optimization method, to accelerate algorithm convergence. This approach is limited to theoretical analysis, time-consuming in terms of calculation, and less applicable in practice [24] . Khalilov [10] states that the variation calculus method has no optimality proof. 3. Dynamic programming. Dynamic programming uses a grid system which divides a possible sailing region into several cells. Each crossing point of a cell boundary is a waypoint candidate. The dynamic programming solution algorithm seeks a ship's trajectory that is composed of the positions (X, Y, T) k , k = 1, 2,...,N, and the Control C k with the initial time T 0 and the initial ship position X [12] . Motte et al. [14, 15, 16, 17] conducted a series of detailed investigations on this issue, including grid mesh size setting, system development and design. In recent years, Wei et al. [25] , Zhou and Chen [27] and Tang et al. [20] have also used dynamic programming to conduct automatic ship routing to reduce the workload of navigators. In Bijlsma paper [2] the relation between optimum control theory and dynamic programming was elucidated for the case of minimal fuel routing. The development of this method has become more mature but its weaknesses include the large quantity of nodes, large amount of space required for storage, inflexibility, and slow computational speed. 4. Network Model. A network is a special form of graph that consists of nodes and arcs. The network has numerical parameters such as length, cost and transit time. Lee et al. [12] , through network modelling, used a depth-first search algorithm to combine weather modelling to establish a web-based optimum ship routing system. Montes [13] modelled the Optimum Track Ship Routing (OTSR) for U.S. Navy warships using a network graph of the Western Pacific Ocean. A binary heap version of Dijkstra's algorithm determines the optimum route for given model-generated wind and sea inputs. This method is similar to the dynamic programming method, but computation is inefficient because of a large quantity of nodes.
Problems such as difficult computerization, complicated and inefficient calculations, and easily getting trapped into local optima, are found in the above-mentioned traditional solution methods. With the development of artificial intelligence and the maturing of evolutionary computation technology, more and more researchers investigate model organism optimization by using evolutionary computation technology (for example: genetic algorithms (GA), ant colony algorithms (ACA) and particle swarm optimization) and apply it to route planning solutions. Tsou [22, 23] , Smierzchalski and Michalewicz, [18] and Ito et al. [9] used the GA in the planning of collision avoidance and coastal navigation paths and gained very good results. The present research used the ACA as the research method, emulating ants' forage path finding behaviour, and applied it to search an optimum route. The two problems are similar with regard to their nature; ships are considered as ants, optimum navigation routes as forage paths, and weather conditions as obstacles. We hope that through this conversion approach the ACA calculation efficiency and global optimum search capability can be enhanced in achieving optimum ship routing.
OPTIMUM SHIP ROUTING AND WEATHER ROUTING
The ship weather routing develops an optimum track for ocean voyages based on ship's individual characteristics for a particular transit, and forecasts of weather and sea conditions. The advent of extended range forecasting and the development of selective climatology, along with powerful computer modelling techniques, have made ship routing systems possible [4] .
The principle of optimum ship routing
Today, in the evaluation of optimum transoceanic routes, the primary concern, besides safety, is usually given to navigation time (or navigation speed) rather than to distance. In synthesized considerations of safety and energy conservation the shortest distance between two ports is not necessarily an optimum route. If there are many routes to choose from, under the condition that the main engine power outputs are equal, the route that takes the least amount of time is the optimum route. Shorter navigation time in itself implies less fuel consumption. Therefore, the optimum route must consider at least the following conditions: -safety; -avoiding severe weather and sea conditions as much as possible; -natural factors such as weather, sea conditions and ocean currents, to increase navigational speed as much as possible.
In order to find the optimum route, when choosing and planning the navigation route and making corrections, the following principles must always be met: -firstly, to ensure safety, avoid severe weather and sea conditions as much as possible; -secondly, if, under the circumstances, there is no other option but to pass through a severe sea environment, pass in the least time possible; -thirdly, the design of navigation routes always aims to shorten navigation time and arrive ahead of the ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival); -fourthly, as much as possible make use of natural conditions which help to increase navigation speed, such as down winds and down currents, and as much as possible avoid natural factors which work against speed of navigation, such as head seas.
The impact of wind and waves on ship speed is non-linear. In circumstances where other conditions are unchanged, their effect on ship's speed, main engine power outputs, and fuel consumption cannot be represented by a simple algebraic expression. Therefore, in terms of ship's energy conservation, if, upon planned corrections, navigation overall makes use of natural conditions that work to its advantage, and avoids natural conditions that work against it, total navigation time usually can be decreased, although the total navigation distance may be lengthened, because increased navigation speed can usually compensate for an increase in navigation distance.
Computation of optimum route
Based on the above-mentioned principles of optimum route planning, the cost of the optimum route is a function of the extent of obstruction and the distance between start and end points. Therefore, solving an optimum ship route problem may be seen as finding the route with the least cost among the set of candidate routes, while taking weather conditions into consideration. The mentioned cost is not limited to distance only but may include navigation time, fuel consumption or a combination of factors. The decision variables that should be controlled are the manoeuvring of course and speed. The total computational cost (I) is calculated as the sum of the costs over each route leg (S). It is based on the ship's position (P), changes in the manoeuvring control (C) (i.e., speed and course) and the time duration (t). With these cost components, the ship routing problem can be described by the following formula: to minimize: (1) where: f(P, C, t) -function of voyage cost for position, manoeuvring control and time; and P ∈ R, C ∈ C A Let R be a possible sailing region. The manoeuvring control variable C A is the limit of the ship's output speed and the limit of course changing range. The cost per unit distance ds is measured by fuel consumption and degree of ship safety under sailing.
ANT COLONY ALGORITHMS AND SHIP ROUTE COMPUTATION

The Ant Colony Algorithm principle
The ant colony algorithm is a form of evolutionary computation that models the behaviour of real ants in search of food. The algorithm was proposed by Dorigo [5] and has been successfully used to solve many real-life problems, such as the travelling salesman problem (TSP). In the natural world, in ants' search of food, among many different possible routes from the nest to the food source, different ants will at first choose different paths but in the end nearly all ants will discover the same shortest path. This is because ants' search for the shortest path is an interactive process. They leave a certain amount of secretion (pheromones) on the path they pass, can sense the presence and intensity of the secretions and move toward the direction where the substance has a higher concentration. The amount of secretion increases with the increase in number of ants that pass by, and decreases in a certain function of time that passes by. The reason is that more ants pass by the shortest path and the speed of pheromone accumulation is higher than that of other paths. Through the continuous exchange of pheromones the optimum route between the nest and the food source is found in the end. The ACA is an optimization decision method designed according to this ability of ants in the natural world. One sets a certain number of artificial ants (ships) and follows a set of search rules to find the optimum route comprehensively. The objective of weather routing is to find the safest and most economical navigation route based on the weather and manoeuvring control conditions between the departure and destination points. The conditions and objectives are basically the same as those of the ACA.
Division of the marine grid system
In order to plan the necessary deviational and directional change in the navigation route, maritime space must first be divided into grids. The grids form the basis for waypoint candidates, and the navigation route structure consists of the waypoints (Fig. 1) . Motte [16] has conducted detailed comparison and analysis regarding grid mesh size setting, and suggested that the grid mesh size should be four degrees longitude by a half degree latitude.
However the experimental measures are based on the North Atlantic Ocean from Western Europe to North America and may not be applicable to other marine areas. Additionally, given the case of a near north-south travel direction, the great circle route, using four degrees longitude as the grid's horizontal width, is not always appropriate. Therefore, in this study distance is used as the basis for the setting of grid size, hence flexibility for users themselves to change settings is saved. Essentially, navigation speed should be referred to, so that grid size corresponding to about the distance of one day's navigation, can be kept. The procedure to make a grid is as follows: -first establish a great circle route between the starting point (L 1 , λ 1 ) and end point (L 2 , λ 2 ), to be the basis for route planning. The Great Circle route distance (D) and the initial course (C) can be obtained from the following formula:
where: DLo -the difference of longitude.
When latitude L 1 , L 2 have same sign, then the signs of SinL 1 SinL 2 and CosL 1 TanL 2 are (+); otherwise they are (-). -then set a distance X, and along the great circle route set segmentation points (Lx, λx) at intervals of X. The location (Lx, λx) of a segmentation point from a departure point with a certain distance D x and initial course C is calculated by the formula:
-then, using each segmentation point as a basis, extend the longitude line to the north and south and pick a set distance Y to establish each segmentation point, so that the coordinates have the same longitude and different latitude; -then connect these segmentation points in the north-south, east-west direction to form a grid system.
Finally set up the coordinate and node matrix, and the route planning will be established on this grid system. With advancements in communication and positioning technology the grid system and navigational route can be dynamically adjusted continuously, according to the latest weather conditions and the latest positioning point and end point on the great circle route.
Implementation of Ant Colony Algorithm
First, establish a grid system and its node matrix in the navigation area, and provide each node with the appropriate initial value in the matrix to form the initial node information concentration value matrix. Then, put all the ants on the starting point to allow them to move simultaneously toward direction of the aim, and to reach the destination point in the end (Fig.  1) . In the process every ant uses the state transition rule and undergoes a selection process when gathering at the next node. Assuming that the time it takes for an ant to travel from node a in the node set i to any node b in the next node set i+1, is the same, and distance is not a factor here, all the ants will reach the destination simultaneously and complete a circle. After all the ants have reached the destination, calculate the objective function value (Eq. 1) based on the routes discovered by each ant. Each node is also updated with overall information quantity, and nodes that are not passed by are treated as information quantity evaporation. Repeat this process until the optimum route is discovered. The detailed explanation of the process is as follows:
Adjustment of information quantity
The number of ants is assumed m. And, every ant chooses the next route according to the corresponding probability based on the information quantity on the route, instead of choosing the route it has previously completed. Upon completing a route circle, it produces a corresponding quantity of information concentration, based on the total distance of the route, and updates the information concentration on the route just passed.
With τ ab (t) representing the information concentration on route (a, b) at t-moment, the information concentration on this route at t+1 moment is: (6) where: ρ -a constant which indicates that the residual factor of information quantity is between 0 and 1, and (1 -ρ) represents the information evaporation coefficient -the increased information quantity of ant k on route (a, b) between t and t+1 moment
Eq. (7) indicates that the increased information concentration is related to the cost of the passed route, and:
Q is a constant which is the total information amount produced by each ant; d ab is the distance between node a and b, which can be calculated through Mercator Sailing, and then expressed in terms of other costs, such as time, fuel consumption etc. 
Waypoint selection principle
The probability of the event that the ant k which is at node a will select node b as its next destination at t moment, is: (8) where: N k(a) -the set of nodes that are yet to be visited by the k th ant at node a η ab -heuristic information transferred from node a to node b. The information is obtained through the problem which has to be solved. In the problem the reciprocal of the cost of the points a and b, is η ab = 1/d ab α -the relevant importance degree of residual information element concentration β -the relevant importance degree of the expected value
Calculation procedure
The steps for using the ACA to determine the optimum route are listed below: 1. Initialize the information quantity on all the nodes on the navigation area, to form the initial information quantity matrix. 2. m ants in number are ready to start at the starting point A. 3. Every ant selects the next node on the matrix based on the state transition rule of Eq. 8, and reaches the destination in the end, forming a feasible route. 4. Calculate the objective function of every ant's feasible route based on Eq. 1, and keep the optimum route. 5. According to the objective function and the information quantity adjustment principle of Eq. 6, adjust the information quantity of every point. 6. Check if iteration conditions are met (if the established iteration number or minimum objective function value is reached). If the conditions are met then the search is complete. If not, repeat the procedure starting from the step (2) until the iteration conditions are met.
Calculation of navigation cost
The calculation of navigation cost must take environmental conditions and ship performance conditions into account. To simplify the numerical experiment the amount of speed loss is calculated only by using the effect of waves.
Ship response and performance
Ships travelling in the ocean are affected by wind and waves. As a result the actual speed of the ship in waves will certainly be lower than that in calm water. The degree of speed loss will affect the calculation of the speed-weather conditions as well as computed navigation time or fuel consumption costs for the ship route [14] . Speed loss is the most important among the various factors involved in ship route calculations. It is present in many route calculation formulae and has significant influence on the precision of vessel positioning and the feasibility of route optimization by weather routing. In general, there are two approaches to studying ship speed loss. The first approach is to conduct seakeeping tank and wind tunnel model tests to simulate air and water resistance on the ship body and to derive theoretical expressions to quantify the effect of wave resistance on the ship. The second approach involves the use of mathematical statistics or neural network regression to obtain empirical formula for calculating ship speed loss due to waves, by means of a large database of weather observation information (e.g. weather records or logbook) and information regarding ship conditions at the time. The formulae for speed loss obtained from the two methods can be used to produce ship performance curves or speed loss curves, as shown in Fig. 2 . The effect of wave direction on speed loss is different for head seas, following seas, and beam seas. The relationship between ship orientation and wave directions is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . Based on ship performance curves in combination with sea condition forecast data such as wave height, wave direction, or wind speed, the impact of ship speed loss on the total navigational costs can be calculated. Empirical formulae for ship performance curves have been the subject of a number of studies in the past, where different factors were considered. The main factors affecting ship speed loss are wind and waves, and wave size is closely related to wind speed. For simplicity of formulation and because the present study is focused on route optimization algorithms, the empirical formula recommended by Soviet Central Maritime Research Institute to calculate ship speed loss has been selected as the basis for comparison. The included main factors are wave height, wave direction, and ship performance coefficient. If necessary, this can be substituted in the future by more sophisticated and accurate formulae. However, the assumed formula is sufficient for the purpose of validation of this research results. The formula is expressed as follows: (9) where: V -the actual speed in the sea V 0 -the speed in calm water h -the wave height q -the angle between ship heading and wave direction D -the actual displacement of the ship (tons) This formula is applicable to ships with displacement ranging from 5000 to 25000 tons, and speeds between 9 and 20 knots. Research has shown that when the wave height is between 0 and 5 meters, the difference between speed calculated by using this formula and the actual speed is less than 1 nautical mile. However, the calculated speed becomes slightly higher than the actual speed when the wave height is between 5 and 8 meters.
Environmental data processing
Environmental data include geographic, navigational, and weather data, i.e. the basic background information on navigation areas, and the primary basis for cost calculation. By means of intersection calculation and measurement of navigation distance and environmental information, different cost data can be obtained. The processing and calculation method is as follows: Geographic data. Land and ocean distribution and danger zone (e.g. shallow waters) distributions are stored as GIS's polygon vector data. With regard to land area, overlap analysis is conducted on the marine grid system's node and land distribution. Nodes in land areas are initialized with the value of 0, while other nodes are set at a constant value. Thus, ants will not enter the nodes in the land area and will only search in the marine area.
-Weather data. With advances in information and communication technology in recent years, onboard internet connection by the INMARSAT ship station is often available and ample weather information is then easily accessible. Because ocean-going vessels can be only connected to the internet by satellites, which is relatively costly, only few ships use this method to gather weather information. However for the optimum route planning function in the Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS) the application of this method is an inevitable trend. In this study, the GRIB data downloaded from the internet is converted to a GIS format in the system and used for the route optimization.
The GRIB hydro-meteorological data is the standard defined by the World Meteorological Organization, and many service stations in the United States and Europe publish meteorological data in this format. In general, forecasts for the next 5 days are available, and they are updated every 6, 12 or 24 hours. The spatial resolution can reach 0.5° × 0.5°. This format offers great flexibility in that wind speed, wind direction, air pressure, seawater temperature, wave height, wave direction, and some other meteorological information can be selectively included. Such information adequately meets the requirements of weather routing. The information can be downloaded directly from the internet to the computer onboard for further processing, saving time and improving accuracy. Because the loss of ship speed is mainly caused by waves and Eq. (9) is taken into consideration, in this study wave direction and wave height are extracted from the GRIB data for subsequent calculations. The wind effect was ignored because its relationship with waves is linear.
Calculation method
Wave direction and wave height grid data extracted from the GRIB are subsequently converted to cell layer data in the GIS to facilitate the integration with GIS computation. The weather cells are different from the nodes which constitute navigational waypoints in the navigation grid system. Next, the use of GIS's spatial analysis function is made to calculate the distance across all the cells that every candidate route passes, and find the wave height and wave direction data of the passed cells. By using ship speed loss formula the speed loss quantity can be computed. Finally, based on the distance across the cells, time/fuel consumption cost can be calculated. If navigation time is considered the primary cost, the computation formula is as follows: (10) (11) where: t j -the required time for candidate route to pass the j th cell d j -the distance for candidate route to pass the j th cell v -normal speed without weather disturbance w j -the quantity of speed loss due to waves in the j th cell T c -total sailing cost F j -additional unit distance cost factor in the j th cell
Improvements in computational performance
Limitations of maximum course deviation and maximum route segment length
Because a great number of nodes in the vast ocean grid system is not feasible in relation to navigation planning without proper heuristic calculation, the process is very time-consuming and much calculation capacity will be wasted. Because of limitations of maximum course deviation and maximum route segment length much unnecessary route calculation results may be spared. The course deviation angle is limited to ± 60° from the original course and the maximum route segment length cannot exceed that which can be covered in two days with the current speed. The selecting of appropriate values is a topic of further discussion.
Determination of critical speed
While performing ship routing calculations we cannot seek only the shortest navigation time and must also consider a ship's critical speed (allowed maximum speed) while navigating in storm conditions. Thus the calculation result can produce the optimum route on the premise of safety. The calculation of critical speed is mainly related to wave height and wave direction. In this study the following formula [24] is used to impose maximum speed limits on a ship's critical speed in waves. 
The formula reflects ship's critical speed under different wave conditions to ensure navigational safety.
Limit on information quantity
When the scale of the problem increases, the information quantity of the grid point which has never been searched, will decrease near to 0, because of the information quantity evaporation coefficient (1-ρ) , decreasing the algorithm's global search capability. If (1-ρ) becomes too small then the probability of a solution which has been searched, being selected, may become too large and will also affect the algorithm's global search capability [21] . Although increasing (1-ρ) may enhance an algorithm's global search capability but also decrease the algorithm's rate of convergence. Thus, a range of information quantity (τ min , τ max ), is established, and if the information quantity exceeds this range the following corresponding limits are imposed:
The addition of crossover operations to the genetic algorithm
The crossover operation concept is added to the GA in this study. The crossover operation is processed through the searched optimum route and another ant's random route every time. If the two ants pass by the same grid point (waypoint), then a crossover operation is conducted between the two routes (excluding the starting and end points) based on the same grid point, namely, by combining the first half of route A with the second half of route B to form a new route, and also the second half of route A and the first half of route B to form another new route. If the two ants do not pass the same grid point then crossover operations are not conducted. If, after the crossover operation, a route better than the current optimum route is obtained then the optimum route information is updated, otherwise, another crossover operation is performed. The adding of crossover operations increases the ant's ability to find a better route in a search, as well as variety of solutions.
The addition of mutation operators to genetic algorithms
In order to avoid local optima, in this study the concept of mutation operation was added to the GA through setting a certain probability value randomly selecting a grid point from the current optimum route and exchanging it with a notyet-passed random grid point from the optimum route, to form a new route. If the new route has a lower cost than that of the original optimum route then the original optimum route is replaced with this route.
EXPERIMENT RESEARCH RESULTS
Condition settings of the experiment
This experiment research simulated the navigation route from Yokohama to San Francisco, with (34°40′ N, 140°E) as the starting point coordinates, and (37°45′ N, 122°W) as the end point coordinates. The following conditions were applied to the simulation. The time spent in the algorithm is verified in the results. -Weather conditions: the presumed weather conditions in the research had been previously ascertained. The weather cell size of wave height -wave direction weather data was set at latitude 0.5°Í longitude 0.5°. The GRIB data used was for the northern Pacific Ocean on 2011/11/25. -Conditions of course deviation and route segment length restriction: it was assumed that the ship was located at the X th node (waypoint) in the node set I, and the ship's next feasible node (waypoint) was confined within the range of X ± 3 node (waypoint) in the node set I + 1. This approach was used to provide the conditions of course deviation and route segment length restriction. -Ship performance was simulated under the output power required to maintain the navigation speed of 18 knots in calm water. The speed loss curves, as in Eq. 9, were matched with wave height and wave direction data to simulate ship speed. In the simulation the ship displacement of 18000 tons was assumed. -Grid system size: as shown in Fig. 1 , the east-west direction interval distance along the great circle route was set at 300 nautical miles, with a total of 14 points. The distance along the longitude north-south direction line was set at 60 nautical miles (1°), with a total of 44 points. Thus, a grid system consisted of 616 waypoints was established.
The route was generated through the ACA search; it was generated by testing and combining the waypoints. -ACA parameter setting: α = 3, β = 2, ρ = 0.5, Q = 1000, m (number of ants) = 100, N (number of cycles) = 100. -Experiment environment: to perform the simulations PC of 4 GB memory and an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU 2.2 GHz processor, was used. Visual Basic 2010 was used as the programming language and the geographic information feature provided by ArcGIS Engine's COM object was used to perform spatial analysis and geometry computation.
Discussion of results
The shipping routes were assessed on the basis of the total navigation time. From the experiments it was found that appropriate choice of the number of ants and the parameters can improve the efficiency of the algorithm. When the number of ants is small (ant no. 10), the ACA does not show clear signs of convergence, and an optimum solution is hard to obtain (as shown in Fig. 4 ). This is also the case when the ant number is larger (ant no. = 20) and parameters α and β are of low value (both ≤ 3). When α and β are larger (both ≥ 4), convergence is more evident, but a large number of iterations is required. When ant no. ≥ 50 and α, β both > 4, a better convergence is achieved; however, the solution fell into a local optimum on many occasions (see Fig. 5 ).
It was found that when the number of ants is relatively large and the parameters are such that α < β (α = 2, β = 3), better convergence was achieved through the ACA and a nearoptimum solution was more readily obtained. Therefore the parameters for deriving the optimum shipping route are set as follows: α = 2, β = 3, ρ = 0.5, m = 200 and N = 100
In addition, in order to validate the results the simulated results from east bound and west bound navigation were compared with those from navigation following the Great Circle Route. The performance of the simulation program under different weather conditions was observed. The simulated results are shown in Fig. 6 where the purple route is the Great Circle Route, the black route is the optimum route produced by the ACA, and the yellow routes are the alternative routes generated in the search process. During the east bound navigation, due to the influence of strong winds and stormy seas in the low pressure region, the ACA simulation suggests that the navigation route should be shifted south of the Great Circle Route (Fig. 7) . If the ship followed the Great Circle Route for which the distance is 4518.6 nautical miles, and travelled with the calm water speed of 18 knots, the navigation time under the weather conditions was 261.8 h (Fig. 8) and the average speed was 17.26 knots. Although the distance generated by the ACA (equal to 4571.6 NM) is longer than that of the Great Circle Route, the navigation time was only 255.8 h and the average speed was 17.87 knots. Then 6 h and the corresponding amount of fuel can be saved compared with the Great Circle Route. For the west bound navigation, i.e. on the southern route, a ship encountered a head wind and head seas due to low pressure to the south of the Aleutian Islands. This casted an adverse effect on the navigation. The ACA algorithm therefore modified the route and caused it to deviate to the north off the Great Circle Route. The route entered the Bering Sea to the north of Aleutian Islands, and met favourable following seas and good weather, as shown in Fig. 9 and 10 . In this case, the navigation time following the Great Circle Route was 267.2 h and the average speed was16.91 knots. The route produced by the ACA had a longer distance of 4571.72 NM, but the navigation time was only 264.7 h (refer to Fig. 11 ) and the average speed was 17.27 knots. The saving of 2.5 h and the corresponding amount of fuel was achieved. The simulation results shows that the weather routing by means of the ACA makes use of favourable meteorological conditions and avoids to some extent encountering head seas and heavy wind regions, reducing this way the risk of ship damage and cargo loss. As regards the execution time, although algorithm efficiency for the entire program has not been optimized, the average execution time was about 5 min, which is sufficient for decision-making in real-time navigation. 
CONCLUSIONS
With the substantial rise in international oil prices, and global warming on the rise, to reduce operational fuel consumption and decrease air pollution has become one of the key goals of green shipping. In order to reach the goal, ships in operation can be fitted with energy-conserving equipment. However, optimum ship routing is the most direct and economical method. Therefore, application of decision support tools to help the routing of transoceanic crossings, not only can enable route planning automation, achieve the aim of carbon oxide reduction and energy conservation but also provide a reference for decision making in route planning. In this study a proper grid system and the improved ACA was used to establish a route searching model that simulates a living organism's optimum behaviour. In addition, GA's crossover and mutation computations, a ship's critical speed function, and GIS's spatial analysis and computation capability were integrated to automate the generation of a transoceanic crossing route, in consequence increasing route planning speed and quality, and lowering the ship crew's burden. With the growing popularity of distributed computing environments, many applications of parallel processing and distributed processing have been widely implemented. Considering the efficiencies brought about by distributed processes, the using of the distributed parallel processing structure together with the feedback mechanism of the ACA collective intelligence can further enhance ACA resolution efficiency. And, the computational speed will be higher than that of other resolution methods. Therefore, in the future the size of the grid system can be reduced to conduct more refined simulations by means of the combination of more waypoints. Also, in this study the candidate routes that pass through obstacles was removed without integrating an obstacle avoidance mechanism (such as island avoidance navigation). A relevant coastal navigation routing technique, suggested by Tsou [23] , could be added in the future so that the results might better satisfy requirements of real time navigation decision support and enhance the energy conservation effect.
